Illustration of Cowling channel coupling to the shear Alfven wave
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A complete formulation of Cowling channel coupling to the field-aligned current (FAC) system via shear Alfven wave is developed. The theoretical framework of this formulation does not depend on the specific geometry (like an auroral arc) and can describe the formation process of Cowling channel without using any parameterization of the Cowling effect. Namely, our newly developed formulation can identify how much of the polarization electric field is generated via preventing the Hall current to flow, and how much of the Hall current flow out to the magnetosphere via the FAC.

We introduce a new concept of conjugate current system, in which the Hall effect is defined to act in the opposite direction to that of the actual current system. Similar to the methodology that the real and imaginary parts of a complex number are extracted from addition and subtraction between the complex number and their complex conjugate, the actual current system can be separated into two orthogonal current systems with some algebraic operation between the actual and conjugate current system. The one separated system includes the Hall-Pedersen parallel circuit corresponds to the electrojet current enhanced by the Cowling effect and the second one includes the Hall-Pedersen antiparallel circuit, in which the Hall polarization field is generated. A simple numerical test validates our theoretical framework.

The formulation derived in this manuscript is the first and the complete description of the Cowling channel coupling to the FAC system via the shear Alfven wave.
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